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Amy Suto is a TV writer, published author, 
and memoir/nonfiction ghostwriter based 
in Los Angeles. She’s ghostwritten memoirs 
and nonfiction books for business coaches, 
former Olympians, Silicon Valley CEOs, 
and inspiring individuals all over the world. 
She is also co-authoring a poetry book 
with an organization that was awarded a 
Congressional Medal of Honor for their 
work in the poetry space, and writes 
personal essays for publications like The LA 
Times. In her memoir work, Amy blends her 
entertainment background and interview 
skills to get to the heart of your legacy. As 
a seasoned storyteller, she knows how to 
engage an audience and structure a book so 
that it can have the biggest impact. 
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I broke out in a cold sweat updating my Bumble profile in my new Mid-City 
apartment. My finger hovered over the “interested in” section, and with a quick 
exhale I tapped “women” and saved it with an internal scream. Here we go. I’m 
out. I had broken up with my boyfriend of nearly two years a month prior: My 
dating record up until this point was “serial monogamist” and “preference” had 
been strictly men. My ex and I had just broken up. Things had just crumbled 
under the weight of life, and I embarked on a summer with a new job and the 
need to start from scratch. This included exploring my bisexuality, which I hadn’t 
confronted until this point, other than making out with a friend in a club to scare 
men away (in hindsight, not the most effective tactic).

Summer, I promised myself, was going to be filled with doing things that 
intimidated me, and pushing myself to try new things. My journey to fulfill 
that promise began at BeSpun, a pole-dancing studio in Hollywood, where I 
awkwardly fumbled my way through a routine and spins I couldn’t quite do with 
grace. But it didn’t matter, that first class got me hooked. I started going there 
for the killer workout, but found a queer community there that was welcoming 
and friendly. I was in awe of the way these women embraced their sexuality: 
gliding around the pole in 7-inch Pleaser heels and revealing outfits they wore as 
casually as if thong bodysuits were no different than a pair of sweats.

So I started coming back, investing in a pair of high-heeled white boots and 
thigh-high legwarmers and kneepads. (You’re not a serious pole dancer until you 
get your first pair of heels and kneepads.)

At BeSpun, there was no male gaze, only female teamwork and appreciation 
of our own abilities: My fellow dancers cheered me on when I finally landed a 
carousel spin combination, and helped me find alternative stretches in stretch 
class where I worked on my pitiful flexibility. I emerged from challenging spin 
tricks classes covered in bruises but armed with a new kind of confidence born 

L.A. Affairs: How pole dancing 
helped me explore my bisexuality

Amy Suto
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from shedding the shame that comes from internalizing stigmas associated with 
women’s sexuality.

This newfound passion for pole dancing would intersect with my love life: At the 
beginning of the summer, I quickly ditched uneventful Tinder dates with men 
for inspiring dates with women. I started seeing one of the women I took pole-
dancing classes with, and found a refreshingly wholesome relationship with her 
even when our dates consisted of attending striptease class together.

On a different date, I went to a Trashcan Shakespeare show with an actress 
and novelist, and we stayed out until 1 a.m. We spent hours talking about the 
critical importance of the Oxford comma and lamenting how society doesn’t 
understand the proper use of the em dash. Kissing her gave me butterflies I 
thought I had left behind in high school but clearly hadn’t.

The newness of acknowledging the feelings I’ve always had for women still 
hasn’t worn off: It’s still a process of reversing the conditioning from my 
conservative Arizona hometown, where my time spent as co-captain of the 
women’s JV basketball team was overshadowed by my attempts to hold down 
high school boyfriends to prove I was very straight amid all the teasing from my 
peers.

I’m still grappling with how to come out to different people, and when.

My roommate, a gay writer who has always been my confidant, cheered me on 
every step of my journey, and hearing his stories (and constant stream of jokes) 
about embracing his own sexuality inspired me.

My writers group set aside time without fail each week to hear how I was doing. 
Just like the women from my pole-dancing class, my friends and communities 
supported me through my questioning and coming-out process, and I couldn’t be 
more grateful for them.

As I started in a new writers room in the fall, a mention of a date I was going on 
with the actress over the weekend was treated with just as much normalcy as 
another writer’s home renovations or weekend plans to see a new movie.

Just like the women from my pole-dancing class, my friends and communities 
supported me through my questioning and coming-out process, and I couldn’t be 
more grateful for them.
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As I started in a new writers room in the fall, a mention of a date I was going on 
with the actress over the weekend was treated with just as much normalcy as 
another writer’s home renovations or weekend plans to see a new movie.

Having spaces where I don’t feel like I have to hide makes all the difference — 
something that as an Angeleno and former Arizonan, I don’t take for granted.

Recently, I packed my gym duffel bag with everything I needed for that night’s 
pole class while texting the girl I was seeing to coordinate plans to meet up at 
the studio — and grab dinner and drinks after. I had come a long way since my 
anxiety over changing my preferences on dating apps, but I had a feeling that the 
butterflies were here to stay.
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When I asked Idalia to go bouldering with me for this article, I didn’t mention my 
crippling fear of heights and how I had never successfully scaled a rock wall in 
the past. In fact, I had actually gotten stuck on a rock wall in my childhood -- but 
I decided not to mention it, in hopes that maybe I could face my fear this time 
around. 

I met Idalia about four years ago when I was casting for my show, CON, back 
at USC. She was so vibrant in her audition to the point where we expanded 
her role and added more scenes than originally planned for her character, 
and we went on to get nominated for two College Television Emmys from the 
Television Academy for the show. We also got to travel to Miami for a festival 
where we won ‘Best Drama,’ and we’ve been friends ever since that week spent 
drinking fishbowl margaritas by the beach and celebrating with fellow cast and 
crewmates. 

Idalia’s incredibly talented -- but you can just ask any QUEEN OF THE SOUTH 
fan and they will tell you the same thing. Idalia is on the hit USA Network show 
as Isabela Vargas, the troubled daughter of drug lords, and her fans adore her. 

Idalia uses her platform for good, mobilizing her followers to support good 
causes and Latinx businesses and companies. On Tuesdays, she highlights 
women-owned small businesses on social media.

What I admire about Idalia is not just her work ethic and dedication to her craft, 
but also her endless kindness and ability to befriend anyone and everyone no 
matter where she goes. She has an authentic, warm quality to her that makes 
anyone in her presence feel at ease -- even if that someone is me, about to 
attempt to scale a fifteen-foot wall while terrified out of my mind.

Amy Suto

How Queen of the South Actress 
Idalia Valles Helped Me Overcome

My Fear of Heights
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We meet at LA Boulders in Downtown Los Angeles, and we grab our shoes and a 
bag of chalk for grip and start by warming up and catching up. 

At a bouldering gym, you free climb without a harness on large fake boulders 
and walls, and cushioned mats line the floors in case you fall. The climbing paths 
are color-coded with grips for your hand and feet and are known as “problems.” 
You wear climbing shoes that are snug-fitting with pointed toes that help you 
scale the wall without slipping off the grips -- but each “problem” comes with 
unique solutions.

After our warm-up, Idalia walks me through a V0 problem (one of the easiest 
ones, thank god) and showed me how to position your body to maneuver 
through the climbing wall. I’ve got some upper body strength from pole dancing, 
but this is still a challenge.

“If you need to reach further, you can twist your hip this way and stretch out 
your leg against the wall,” she said, demonstrating next on a V1. “That way, you 
can reach further! Here, try using the wall to help you on this one.” 

She moves gracefully, scaling the wall with ease. This speaks to her background 
in dance: Idalia grew up studying every style of dance, from tap to jazz to 
everything in-between. “I used to be the one that was thrown in the air 
whenever we did tricks!” She told me, explaining her fearlessness. 

“I just got my first dino down,” she said, referring to a bouldering trick involving 
being able to use your momentum to throw yourself from one rock to the next.

She demonstrated how she had an almost-running headstart from one rock to 
the next before being able to throw herself from one rock to the other in a kind 
of swinging motion. 

As we climbed a few easier problems, I was able to make it halfway up, but 
almost always froze in fear and then had to come back down.

“So, I’m kinda afraid of heights,” I finally confessed.

“Here, let’s practice falling,” she said without missing a beat, ready to help me 
approach my fear head-on.

Solving Problems with Bags of Chalk
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It’s not a fear of climbing, but a fear of falling that keeps us landlocked -- just like 
the fear of failing is usually what keeps us from creating. 

Idalia didn’t turn away from her fear. Although she landed an agent and a 
manager on day three of a trip out to Los Angeles due to a mix of talent and 
tenacity, she still had to hustle to book her first jobs. One time, when her father 
was visiting, he told her: “why aren’t you working? Can’t you go call someone and 
tell them you need work?” “It’s not how this industry works,” she replied, but he 
just shrugged and asked, “why not?” 

So she took his advice, literally calling casting offices and pretending to be her 
own agent, which is how she booked the job that got her into SAG-AFTRA. 

“When I started bouldering, I got the best piece of advice: if it’s really hard, 
there’s probably a better way to approach the problem,” she told me. 

Idalia’s also recently took up outdoor bouldering, an extra challenging when 
you’ve got to forge your own path up the side of a mountain.

It’s clear she’s inherited her father’s work ethic, and even in the tumultuous 
years of losing her reps, starting fresh, and going on countless of auditions, she 
values every experience she’s had. This outlook and professionalism got her on 
QUEEN OF THE SOUTH, and makes her a role model for anyone starting out in 
acting.

Climbing the Boulders of Hollywood

A Student of Life
“I’m a student of life,” Idalia replied when I asked her about her pursuits when it 
comes to learning new instruments and skills (she’s recently taken up piano.) 

Idalia’s also a talented musician, and recently released two singles (‘Amor 
Danado’ and ‘Y Me Canta’ on all streaming services) where she sings in Spanish 
alongside musician Haider Mir (known for his Los Angeles folk band, Foxes and 
Lions.)

Music has always been an important part of her life out here in Los Angeles, and 
she founded and ran a benefit concert series out in Los Angeles known as LAMB
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where she showcased bands and local artists for good causes and local charities. 
She ran the benefit concert series completely on her own, raising a ton of money 
for charity with only word-of-mouth in order to get people to the event. It’s kind 
of insane, when you think about it, but Idalia sees it as par for the course, and is 
looking to continue the benefit series when she finds a new space.

“The nice thing about bouldering is that it’s really social,” Idalia said as we rested 
in-between climbs on the mats, and it’s no surprise that this is something that 
she loves about the sport. Across the gym, a small group of people cheered on 
a climber completing a tough climb. “You can’t climb the whole time, so when 
you’re resting you can help give others pointers and work on problems together.”

It makes sense why she loves this sport: she’s always been one to go after 
challenges, and make new friends along the way.

The Secret to Success
I finally found a wall I was able to climb, a ladder-like pattern on one of the main 
bouldering walls. I was able to scale it pretty easily, but stopped, frozen on the 
grips several feet off the floor. I felt so high up, imagining how one misstep would 
send me falling backwards onto the (albeit cushioned) floor below. 

I could only see how this could end badly, how I was most definitely going to 
break every bone in my body if I tried to go any further, even as the top of the 
boulder was in sight. 

“Keep going, you got this!” Idalia called out, and with my heart pumping and 
hands shaking, I finally pulled myself to the top of the artificial boulder, and 
somehow didn’t die.

‘Holy shit!’ I mouthed back down to her, in shock of being able to make it all the 
way, and she laughed.

I think there’s something magical in that push over the edge, when you make it to 
higher ground when it feels like you’ve been struggling to get there for so long. 

As I gingerly made my way back down to her, I knew that the secret to 
bouldering and to our industry was about helping your friends work through 
problems. The cliche is true: any fear, any problem, any leap of faith can be 
conquered if you have the right people cheering you on. 
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I hope Idalia knows she’s got a long line of people cheering for her, too: from her 
fans to her friends to all those who have run into her on her many adventures.
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thick skin.

no sooner do you cross your doorway than your feet curl out of those binding 
heels, tall and strappy like the ladder you climb daily.

your toes sink into your rug — an off-white runner not yet discolored by feet 
trudging across it — and you nearly fall to your knees. or, you would, if you were 
not wearing a pencil skirt. instead, you discard your shoes, your cheap H&M 
blazer, your leather messenger bag by the door.

you carry the messenger bag instead of a purse because you were warned 
against that in a workplace. especially in this industry.

it’s 10pm, and you haven’t been home since 7:30am. your head is a little foggy 
from the cocktail you had at your networking drinks, and you go to your kitchen, 
only a few steps from your front door as you live in a tidy studio.

it’s too late to cook: you snatch some cuisine of the lean variety and put it in the 
microwave, too smart to be eating something so full of sodium but too tired to 
care.

tired. you contemplate this word for a moment as you watch the microwave 
count down. then, you force yourself to tidy up as your food cooks, always 
multitasking, always moving because there isn’t time to be still.

it’s when you’re sitting at your high-top dining table hunched over your nuked 
food that the bone-aching lethargy hits you.

it’s a feeling that carries you to bed, and clouds your thoughts as you awake at 
5:30am to carry out a morning routine meant to make time for what you love, 
but results in a lackluster workout and several pages written in a delirium of 
exhaustion instead of by light of a muse.

Amy Suto
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and when a three day weekend hits, you clear your schedule, save for some 
socializing and workouts. you go to a few coffeeshops to make some progress on 
your art. the rain keeps you indoors. the coffee keeps you going.

and yet, the exhaustion still creeps into your blood, and you find yourself most 
comfortable curled up in bed, half-asleep, reading or watching but not entirely 
living.

there are times the tiredness lifts: a morning of soft relaxation in the sun spent 
driving around, windows down, alongside the golden coast. a good, tough run. 
moments spent at bars, with friends bathed by string lights and good tunes, 
laughing in a moment that passes just as quickly.

the fatigue is easy to pinpoint but hard to remedy. you were once livened by 
opportunity; now you are handcuffed by it. a sense of duty. a sense of doing 
what’s expected, what’s pragmatic.

you think you hit your lowest point that night. on the way to your apartment on 
a soggy evening, the sky threatening to give way to a storm, you hear a cry: the 
soft, vulnerable pleas of a cat’s meow. you see it: a black feline, hiding behind a 
cold metal dumpster. you drop your bag, your keys, and get to your hands and 
knees on the soaked cement, level with the helpless black cat and its green 
eyes. it cries again, and when you approach, it hides further back behind the 
dumpster. tears spring to your eyes — why won’t it let you help? why can’t you 
save something?

the cat runs into the night. you walk inside, water soaking through the front 
of your black pencil skirt. you cry because you can’t help. not another living 
creature. not yourself.

…

thick skin. you hate the phrase.

it’s a point of pride for the people you meet. one tells you, gleeful, how she 
just stopped feeling in the face of mistreatment. and how that made her 
unstoppable.

that makes you uncomfortable, but you just nod, wondering if you’re on your 
way to this numbness coded into so many job listings. must have thick skin. must 
be able to suck it up, repress feelings, and get on with the job.
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when you get to the page that night and the words ring false, you decide it must 
be working. you’re beginning to have thick skin. and it’s ruining you.

…

becoming unhappy is a gradual decline. you find a grey hair. than another. you cry 
more than you used to, and still admit it to no one because you were not taught 
to share your struggles because you are not weak. you dream of the what’s 
next. you have to actively pretend to others that everything is fine, because 
that’s what’s expected and required from you. you have a job, a place to live, 
opportunity. what’s there to be unhappy about?

you’re too young to be disillusioned. or at least that’s what you’re told.

…

you make some changes: you decide to volunteer at a local animal shelter. you 
reconnect with some old friends. you read widely, and not just for work. you 
work out and sleep more, and eat better. you write this blog post, deciding it’s 
probably to personal for the internet, but you post it anyways. maybe one day 
someone else can read it and get into glimpse into why you felt the way you did.
you’re trying to get better, but you and your new thick skin is the wall between 
you and others trying to help.

maybe one day you can express how you feel without fear of being seen as 
vulnerable.

until then, here’s to not feeling a thing.
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